Plane Rams Loaded Convair

Alert Cityan Averts Tragedy

**by JOE CARTER**

Oklahoma City averted disaster yesterday when Lt. Col. William S. Meadows, Oklahoma City Air National Guard, had the opportunity to save the lives of the Convair CV-580 that crashed at Shreveport, La. A 50-passenger Convair CV-580 was damaged and could not land in Oklahoma City.

Meadows was piloting a C-130J from Oklahoma City Air National Guard Base when he spotted the Convair CV-580, which was coming from Jackson, Miss., and was making an emergency landing.

"I was flying in the area and saw the Convair CV-580," Meadows said. "I immediately began to descend and landed at Shreveport International Airport." Meadows then reported the situation to Air National Guard leaders, who confirmed that the Convair CV-580 had crashed.

"I was able to land safely and reach the Convair CV-580," Meadows said. "I was able to help the passengers and crew members escape from the plane." Meadows then coordinated with local authorities to ensure that the passengers and crew members were safely transported to the hospital.

IH 35 Link

Letting Set

**by HARRY CARTER**

The last stretch of IH 35 between Oklahoma City and Enid will be completed in time to meet the state highway's 1956 goal of 600 miles of highway, according to Oklahoma Highway Director Bob Edmondson. The last stretch will be completed in time to meet the state highway's 1956 goal of 600 miles of highway, according to Oklahoma Highway Director Bob Edmondson.

Congo Says Mafia Back of Revolts

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The Congo charged Thursday that "international agents acting on behalf of foreign nationals" are responsible for the recent chaos in the country. The government has identified several foreign nationals as being involved in the recent unrest.

City School Hearing Set

Oklahoma City School Board will hold a public hearing on the proposed changes to the city's public schools. The hearing will take place at 7 p.m. on Monday, February 15, 2023, at the Oklahoma City School Board Building.

City's 3.2 Beer Possession Law Survives Court Test

The Oklahoma County District Court has ruled in favor of the city's 3.2 beer possession law. The city's law prohibits the possession of more than 3.2 gallons of beer in public places.

B52s Collide During Raid in Vietnam

Injunction Asked On Maim Stories

by J. NELSON SYMONS

An injunction was filed Thursday in district court against The Daily Oklahoman and Oklahoma City Times to stop them from publishing any stories about the Vietnam War. The newspaper companies are accused of "hurting the morale of the troops." The papers were ordered to stop publishing stories about the war until further notice.

12 Aboard 2 Biggest U.S. Craft

by MIKE FERGUSON

The two biggest U.S. crafts, the A-6 Intruder and the F-18 Hornet, were destroyed by a missile attack in the Gulf of Tonkin. The attack was launched by North Vietnamese forces.

The Inside News

School board members met to discuss upcoming budget.

The big story of the day was the school board's decision to cut spending in certain areas.

Rare Baby Doing Fine

**by GLORIA MACKENZIE**

Sail Antonio, Tex. (UPI)—A 15-day-old baby was born Thursday in the Sail Antonio, Tex., hospital, the hospital's first baby of the year. The baby, weighing 6 pounds, 12 ounces, was born to parents John and Jane Doe.

"It's already ahead in the water race," said Dr. John Doe, the baby's father. "It has already shown signs of being a champion."
79 Burn In Fiery Collision

A Review

It's No. 2 For OU Crew

Rusk Talk Delayed By Protest

Gasoline Tax Hike Proposed

Welch Brother Will Pay Fine

McNamara Due To OK New Troops

Vacation By The Sea

Ges Tax Increase Under Study

Car Break

Some Due

Car Insurance Rates Revised

Court Asked To Withdraw Guilty Plea

PHIPPS AIR CONDITIONER SALE!

PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS ALL PENNSYLVANIA THE LOWEST PRICES IN AIR CONDITIONERS FOR THE PAST 10 YEARS AND THIS YEAR IS NO EXCEPTION LET US SHOW YOU WHY

carrier

People Mill Site Picked

Alert

Link

Whoopee

Congress

'Aggressor' Chief Charged In Sill Soldiers' Deaths

A Review

'Absurd' Comedy Great Success

A Review

A Review

A Review
Good Universities Help U.S.

"Universities have always been the light of America's educational system. They provide the intellectual and moral guidance that is essential to a healthy society." - Education Minister, USA

"Higher education is not only about acquiring knowledge, but also about fostering critical thinking and creativity." - Professor John Smith, Harvard University

Keeping Pace With Today

"We must keep up with the rapid pace of change in today's world. Whether it's technology, politics, or society, we need to be adaptable to stay ahead." - Businesswoman, USA

The Indomitable Spirit

"The indomitable spirit is what makes us human. It is the ability to overcome obstacles and continue moving forward." - Philosopher, USA

State Editors Say

"Our state's economy is thriving, but we must continue to work towards a brighter future." - State Editor, USA

Leading Light For Civil Rights

"I am a leading light for civil rights, fighting for justice and equality for all." - Activist, USA

Bill Tharp

Nat Rich

By Accident

"By accident, I found myself in the midst of a crisis." - Bill Tharp, Accident Witness

"I had no idea I was in the middle of a large-scale operation." - Nat Rich, Task Force Member

Summer In New York Sets Stage For Colorful Fashions

"The summer in New York is set to become a stage for showcasing the most colorful fashions." - Fashion Designer, USA

Unsual... Elegant... Chic

"I love the way the colors pop against the cityscape." - Fashion Influencer, USA

Nuptials Are Solemnized

"The nuptials were solemnized with grace and elegance." - Wedding Planner, USA

Polly's Pointers

"Polly's Pointers: Advice on how to make the most of your wedding day." - Polly, Wedding Planner

For Women

"For Women: Tips and resources for the modern woman." - Women's Magazine, USA

Summer Fun In The City

"Summer fun in the city: Activities and events to enjoy this season." - City Guide, USA

For Men

"For Men: A guide to the best of this season's trends." - Men's Magazine, USA

Trade Mart

"Trade Mart: The place to buy, sell, and network." - Trade Mart, USA

Club Notes

"Club Notes: An update on the latest events and activities." - Club Newsletter, USA

Club Notes

"Club Notes: An update on the latest events and activities." - Club Newsletter, USA

Round Laundry Basket

"Round Laundry Basket: A useful item for your home." - Home Decor, USA

Special Offers

"Special Offers: Discounts and deals you can't miss." - Special Offers, USA

"Bells Make News

"Bells make news: The latest updates and information." - News Bulletin, USA

The PEOPLE'S Voice

"The PEOPLE'S Voice: A platform for the voice of the people." - Citizen Voice, USA

Sign

"Sign: A call to action for a cause you believe in." - Social Activist, USA

Inez Robb

"Inez Robb: A leader in her field." - Professional Network, USA

Hard To Grasp Scope

"Hard to grasp scope: Understanding the magnitude of a problem." - Thought Leader, USA

Nuptials Are Solemnized

"Nuptials were solemnized with grace and elegance." - Wedding Planner, USA

Polly's Pointers

"Polly's Pointers: Advice on how to make the most of your wedding day." - Polly, Wedding Planner

Trade Mart

"Trade Mart: The place to buy, sell, and network." - Trade Mart, USA
Jim Taylor Signed By Saints

Briscoe Tops Casals

King In Net Finals

Army Coach Awed
By All-Stars' Size

Dobney Tops
Net Tounery
At Muskogee

Mat Star Wants Glory, Not Gold

Red Caught Anybody ... Anything...
American Stock Exchange

Funeral Slated For Eddie Ward.

Father Files $80,000 Suit

Mutual Funds

F.H. Hampton Funeral Set

City Gets Gourley's Job

Reform Vote To Hold Up Judge Picks

Counter Stocks

W.P. "Bill" Atkinson Enterprises, Inc.

Livestock

China III - Last Of Series

Mao's Second Brainstorm Also A Failure

Raid Death Called Mishap

Lion's Roar For Sooner Dr. Lillard

Board Cites Shocked Suspect

Dane Lays Out Plans For City Superhighways

...YOU MEAN I CAN SAVE THAT MUCH...

...by Financing any car at Central National or Friendly National...

Yes—when you "finance in advance" at Central or Friendly you shop for your car with cash.

Save two ways: On the cost of the car - and on the cost of financing.

Call or come in—on your own!
SPECIAL PURCHASE ON CARPETING

- 501 - Nylon-Carpet Fibre by Dupont
- PolyCrest - stainproof carpet fibre
- 100% WOOL - Nature's Most Luxurious Fibre

Three of the greatest carpet fibers model! You can have your choice at one low price completely installed over heavy polyurethane pad.

“501”
- Carnation Pink
- True Marigold
- Hawaiian Coral
- Coral Carnation
- Pink Carnation
- Coral Pink
- Rose Pink

“POLLY”
- Delightful Peach
- Minerva
- Misty Rose
- Cream Pink
- Turkish Rose
- Jade Green
- Rose

“Wool”
- Antique White
- Bisque
- Country Blue
- White

“EVANS” Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

$6.88

Spanish Dining Room

Frigidaire 12,000 BTU Air Conditioner
The only make of air conditioner that offers that famous 3-way guarantees

Bob Hope
Phyllis Diller

Sean Connery
An Egomanic

Teen-Age Nightclubs
Hit Paydirt

REMINDERS
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Teen Nightclubs New Fad

By JENNY SANDS

Once upon a time, maybe two years ago, high school girls were cold-shouldering each other and holding hands while frantically Frenchying at the same time. It was the height of the chain reaction. The most popular girl in the school was the one who was Frenching, and the rest of the girls were trying to catch on. The girls would spread their influence beyond their own school, and the Frenching craze would take over the entire school in a matter of weeks, with all the boys labeled as hopeless. Total embarrassment! When their rules were broken, the girls would immediately gather around and shamelessly discuss the offenders, often by the girl who had been Frenched. But they were never caught. The Frenching craze lasted for two weeks, then it ended as suddenly as it had started. The girls went back to normal, and the Frenching craze was over.

COMMERCIAL FUSION

Commercial fusion is the current trend, and it involves a steady stream of experiments in sound and light. It has been going on for the last few years, but it has only started to gain popularity recently. The sound of the fusion is a combination of electronic and acoustic instruments, creating a unique and exciting sound. The visual aspect of the fusion is equally interesting, with colorful lights and dramatic projections adding to the overall experience. The fusion is a perfect blend of sound and light, creating a memorable and unforgettable experience.

MUSIC IN THE AIR

Boy and girls alike are правило to new dance clubs. These new clubs have emerged in the last year and are becoming increasingly popular among the youth. The music played at these clubs is a mix of popular and underground genres, creating a lively atmosphere. The clubs are housed in various locations, from old warehouses to modern buildings, offering a unique and exciting experience.

Childish: girls in psychedelic costumes add to the total fun atmosphere.

"Children, girls are in psychedelic costumes and add to the total fun atmosphere.

"Children, girls are in psychedelic costumes and add to the total fun atmosphere."

BECKY MASON

The Oklahoma Journal, Friday, July 7, 1967
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Hollywood GADABOUT

By SHERILAN GRABER

HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—Gabor, Maria #1, is a little girl who is returning to Los Angeles after a long and temporary residence in St. Tropez, for at least a month, where she will tend to her new business, which is the purchase of a new man for the very wealthy George W. Goodheart.

The affluent society, the wife of the swimsuit manufacturer, has a reputation for being a bit of a masochist, which is probably why she has been unable to find a man for so long. She is said to have a taste for the finer things in life, and her new man is reported to be a millionaire from St. Tropez.

Gabor is expected to return to her home in Hollywood at the end of the month, where she will resume her duties as a society hostess.

Gayle and David To Wait a Year To Wed

By SHERILAN GRABER

HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—Gayle Anderson and David To have decided to wait a year before tying the knot. The couple, who have been together for almost two years, have decided to take some time to travel and enjoy each other's company before making the commitment.

"We want to make sure we're ready," Gayle said. "We're both young and have a lot of fun ahead of us. We don't want to rush into anything." David agreed, "We want to make sure we're both on the same page before we make a big decision like getting married."
WISPY MIA MASTERS
Deaf-Mute TV Role

BY VIRGINIA HART/MILL VAIL

Mia, the quietly-changed starlet who
recently starred in "Johnny Belinda," was
using the sign language of the deaf-mute in her new TV series, "The Deaf-Mute," on the NBC network. The show is about the life of a deaf-mute girl, and Mia, of course, plays the role. The series is being produced by the same studio that made "Johnny Belinda." Mia, who is also deaf, said that she was happy with her role in the show. "I think it's a great way to bring attention to the deaf community," she said. "And it's also a great way to show what it's like to be deaf." The show has been well-received by critics, who have praised Mia's performance. "She's a wonderful actress," said one critic. "She really brings the character to life." The show airs on NBC on Monday nights at 8:00 PM. It's a must-see for anyone interested in the deaf community or simply good acting. 

FRIDAY:

AFTERNOON

- 3:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 4:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 5:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 6:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 7:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 8:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 9:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 10:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 11:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

SATURDAY:

AFTERNOON

- 1:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 2:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 3:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 4:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 5:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 6:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 7:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 8:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 9:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 10:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 11:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

MONDAY:

AFTERNOON

- 1:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 2:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 3:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 4:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 5:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 6:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 7:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 8:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 9:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 10:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 11:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

TUESDAY:

AFTERNOON

- 1:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 2:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 3:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 4:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 5:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 6:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 7:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 8:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS

- 9:00 PM: "The Man from Nowhere" on ABC

- 10:00 PM: "The Deaf-Mute" on NBC

- 11:00 PM: "The Secret History" on CBS
MOVIES ON TV

Shaving Strokes
by Frank Read

9-Tempo and Rhythm
by FRANK BEARD

Archery Expert Holds Free Clinic

Roberts Returns To Scene Of Triumphs—For Practice

Meredith Not Surprised
By MacRae's Divorce

TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS??

Motorcycle Races
SUNDAY 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

Sponsored by

CHARLESTON RIDERS MOTORCYCLE CLUB

DOWNTOWN TRANSMISSION SERVICE
CE 5-5644

Nights and Sundays Call SK 1-5099

Open 7:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. — Saturday 'till Noon

Tow-Dow

Reliable Work

Rental Prices

Road Check